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Abstract 
In many applications, the network design problem faces uncertainty in OD demand, as it can be difficult to 
estimate current and future values of OD demand. In this paper, we present a network design model under OD 
demand uncertainty in order to quantify the effect of the uncertainty by the robust optimization. An optimization 
algorithm based on a cutting constraint algorithm solves the mixed integer linear programming. A computational 
experiment shows that total travel time is connected with the uncertainty level, the infeasibility tolerance and the 
reliability level in transportation network design problems.  
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1. Introduction 
Network design problem will add new sections or improve the capacity of the existing road sections in order 
to achieve the optimal system performance of the entire transport network on the certain investment constraints. 
Traffic demand is the basis of the input data of the transport network design. Most of the existing research is 
assumed that the OD demand is fixed or flexible, but does not consider the OD demand uncertainty. However, 
uncertain OD demand has significant since the transport system design to the interaction of person and system 
and the subjective activities. OD demand is often difficult to accurately predict in the practical. In recent years, 
there is a growing literature consider the uncertain the OD demand under the transportation network design 
problems.  
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Soyster(1973) is the first person who solve uncertain linear optimization problem by the robust optimization 
idea. The linear optimization model obtained a solution based on the consideration of the worst case optimization 
while the solution is feasible with the data of a convex set. Yin and Lawphongpanich (2007) establish a 
optimization model of investment of the road network to the level of road service and capacity expansion as 
constraint and base on oval convex set as OD demand uncertainty set. The paper description UE balanced of 
travel behavior with variational inequality. Yin and Lawphongpanich (2008) establish the optimal investment 
decision model of the way based on elliptical region as a set of OD demand and uncertain road facilities in the 
basis of above paper. Ukkusuri at el. (2007) study the discrete network design problem based on the user balance 
and OD demand uncertainty. Yin (2009) study the continuous network design problem of stochastic user 
equilibrium and uncertain OD demand by this method. Ben-Tal (2002) raised the robust optimization method to 
study the network design problem with uncertain OD demand. Pan et al. (2008) established continuous demand 
of transport network design model based on sensitivity analysis and discrete demand of transport network design 
model based on scenario forecast. Lou et al. (2009) proposed a discrete network design model based on user 
equilibrium under uncertainty OD demand. The paper use the discrete bounded polyhedron set as a set of 
uncertain OD demand and introduce parameters to control model conservation. Chung (2011) formulated a robust 
network design problem as a tractable linear programming model and demonstrated the model robustness by 
comparing its solution performance. Z N et al. (2012) build robust model of mixed network design problem under 
OD demand uncertainty. They use bounded polyhedron as OD demand uncertainty set and introduce parameter to 
control model conservative. Luathep (2011) approximate the mixed transportation network design problem as a 
piecewise-linear programming problem, which is transformed into a mixed-integer linear programming problem. 
A global optimization algorithm for solving a mixed transportation network design problem was proposed. Janak 
(2007) consider the problem of scheduling under uncertainty where the uncertain problem parameters can be 
described by a known probability distribution function. 
 
In the paper, we establish mixed network design robust model under OD demand uncertainty. We solve the 
mixed network design model under OD demand uncertainty by a cutting constraint algorithm and a bounded 
polyhedron regard as OD demand uncertainty set. Finally, the effect of the uncertainty is clearly quantified by the 
robust optimization methodology. 
2. Notations 
The notations used throughout the paper are listed as follows. 
 
1A =  Set of non-expanded links, where 1A A  
2A =  Set of expanded links, where 2A A  
3A =  Set of new candidate links, where 3A A  
A =  Set of links, 1 2 3A A A A A  
=  Set of node, R  
O =  Set of origin nodes, O  
D =  Set of destination nodes, D  
=  Set of extreme points of the polyhedron  
=  Index of set, {0,..., , 1,..., }M M M N  
o =  Origin node index, o O  
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d =  Destination node index, d D  
s =  The extreme point index, s  
ax =  Aggregate flow on link a , a A  
s
ax =  The ths  extreme point of the polyhedron, a A  
odq =     Travel demand between OD pair od , which is given and fixed 
od
q   Travel demand between OD pair od , which is given and uncertainly 
od
av =  Aggregate flow on link a  form o to d, a A  
ay =  Incremental capacity on expanded link a, 2a A  
ay =  Fixed capacities on new candidate a, 3a A  
ax =  The upper bound of the flow on the candidate link a, a A  
a
y =  The lower bounds of the incremental capacity on the expanded link a, 2a A  
ay =  The upper bounds of t he incremental capacity on the expanded link a 2a A  
ay =  The maximum capacity of the candidate link a, 3a A  
 =  Vector of flow of link 
odQ =  1R  vector of OD travel demands uncertainly 
odv =  Vector of disaggregate link flows between O-D pair od 
=  R node-link incidence matrix 
a =  
31,
0,
a A
otherwise
  
( )ag y =  Improvement cost function of expanded link a, 2a A  
( )a at x =  Travel time function of non-expanded link a, 1a A  
( , )a a at x y =  Travel time function of expanded link a, 2a A  
( , )a a at x y =  Travel time function of new candidate link a, 3a A  
( )ij ijt x =  Travel time of link from origin node i to destination node j 
0
ijt =  Free travel time of link from origin node i to destination node j 
at =  
Total travel time of link a
1
2
'
3
( ),
( , ),
( , ),
a a a
a a a a a
a a a a
x t x a A
t x t x y a A
x t x y a A  
 
We introduce the following variables in piecewise functions linearization: 
 
M =  ax is partitioned into M small segments 
N =  ay is partitioned into N small segments 
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m
a =  
1
1
,
,
m m m
a a a a
m
a a
x x x x
x x otherwise , 
1 3a A A  
m
a =  
1,
0,
m
a ax x
otherwise ,
1 3a A A  
m
a =  
1SOS  variable, which at most one variable is positive whereas all others are zero 
2[0,1], 1,2,..., ,
m
a m M a A  
n
a =  1SOS  variable, 2[0,1], 1,2,..., ,
n
a n N a A  
a =  
2SOS  variable which at most two variables are nonzero and if two are positive, 
these must be consecutive in their ordering, 2,a A  
,m n
a =  
The coefficient of the convex combination,  
, ,
2
0 0
[0,1], 1,..., , 1,..., , , 1
M N
m n m n
a a
m n
m M n N a A  
a =  The bilinear variable, a a ax 3a A  
aC =  Improvement cost per unit incremental capacity of expanded link a, 2a A  
ad =  Construction cost per addition of new candidate link a, 3a A  
K =  The maximum flow of new candidate link 
B =  Budget investment 
U =  A sufficiently large positive parameter 
3. Formulation of robust optimization model 
1P  min a
a A
t  (1) 
s.t.  
2 3
( )a a a
a A a A
g y d B  (2) 
 
1 2 3
( ) ( ) [ (1 ) ] 0,s sa aa a a a a a a
a A A a A
t x t t x U x t U s  (3) 
 
1 20 ,aax x a A A  (4) 
 
30 , {0,1},aa a ax x a A  (5) 
 
, , 0, , ,
odod od od
a a a
o O d D
X x v v Q v a A o O d D
                        
(6) 
 1
od odq q (7) 
 
2,a aay y y a A  
(8) 
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30 ,a ay y a A  
(9) 
 0 ,a at t a A  (10) 
 1
0
1 31
1
,
m mM
ma a
a a am m
m a a
t t
t t a A A
x x
 
(11) 
 1
0
1 31
1
,
m mM
a a m
a a am m
m a a
t tt t a A A
x x
 
(12) 
 0
1 3
1
,
M
m
a a a
m
x x a A A  
(13) 
 1 1 0
1 3, 0,
M
a a a ax x a A A  (14) 
 1
1 3( ) ,
m m m m
a a a ax x a A A  (15) 
 1 1
1 3( ) ,
m m m m
a a a ax x a A A  (16) 
 
1 30, {0,1}, 1,2,..., 1,
m m
a a m M a A A  (17) 
 , ,
2
0 0
,
M N
m n m n
a a a
m n
t t a A  
(18) 
 ,,
2
0 0
,
M N m nm n
a aa
m n
t t a A  
(19) 
 ,
2
0 0
,
M N
m n m
a a a
m n
x x a A  
(20) 
 ,
2
0 0
,
M N
m n m
a a a
m n
y y a A  
(21) 
 , ,
2
0 0
1, [0,1], 0,..., , 0,..., ,
M N
m n m n
a a
m n
m M n N a A  
(22) 
 0, 1
2
0
,
N
n
a a
n
a A  
(23) 
 , 1
2
0
, 1,..., 1,
N
m n m m
a a a
n
m M a A  
(24) 
 ,
2
0
, [0,1], 1,..., 1,
N
M n M m
a a a
n
m M a A  
(25) 
 ,0 1
2
0
,
M
m
a a
m
a A  
(26) 
 , 1
2
0
, 1,..., 1,
M
m n n n
a a a
m
n N a A  
(27) 
 ,
2
0
, [0,1], 1,..., ,
M
m N N n
a a a
m
n N a A  
(28) 
 ,
2
0
, ,
M
m m M
a a
m
a A  
(29) 
 
21, ,a a A  (30) 
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 0
3,a a ax a A  (31) 
 
3( 1),
M
a a a ax x a A  (32) 
 3,a ax a A  (33) 
 
The objective function of optimization problem in Eq.(1) is the minimum of the total travel times from all 
links. The budgetary constraint is presented in Eq.(2). Constraint (3) is the VI for the UE condition. The vector of 
uncertain OD demand is presented in Eq.(7). Constraint (4)-(6) and (8)-(10) indicate feasible link flow, capacity 
expansion, and travel time constraints. Piecewise-linear programming problem for each link 1 3a A A  is 
presented in Eq. (11)-(17). Piecewise-linear programming problem for each link 2a A  is presented in Eq.(18) ~ 
(30). Constraint (31)-(33) is linear programming relaxation of bilinear term.  
 
Due to  is a random variable with uniform distribution in the interval [-1,1]. For the case of uniform 
uncertainty in the demand, the constraint (7) transform into the constraint: 
 
1 1 2
od odq q k . 
 
Where  is a given uncertainty level,  is a given infeasibility tolerance, and k  is reliability level. 
 
We derive a transport network design robust model of OD demand uncertainty. 
 
[P2] min a
a A
t   
 Subject to the same constraints (2)-(6) (8)-(33), and the constraints
 1 1 2
od odq q k  (34) 
4. Solution algorithm 
    In this paper, bounded convex polyhedron extreme is obtained by the limited generated method. Then, a 
relaxation of the mixed integer linear programming is necessarily. The relaxed mixed integer linear programming 
problem is formulated as: 
 
3P  min a
a A
t   
 
 
Subject to the same constraints (2) (4)-(6) (8)-(33) and the 
constraints 1 1 2
od odq q k  
 
 
(35) 
 
1 2 3
( ) ( ) [ (1 ) ] 0, ,s sa aa a a a a a a
a A A a A
t x t t x U x t U s W W  (36) 
 
The cutting constraint algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
    Step1: Find an extreme point of convex polyhedron 1 2X ( ), ( ),..., ( )ai x i x i x i . Set 0i . 
    Step2: Solve the relaxed mixed integer linear programming problem [P3] to obtain the solution vector ( )i .
     Step3: Solve the formulation 
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1 2 3
min [ (1 ) ]a aa a ax a A A a A
x t x t U
 
 
by the solution vector ( )i  to obtain 
*
x  
    Step4: If ( )i  satisfy the formulation 
 
1 2 3
( ) ( ) [ (1 ) ]s sa aa a a a a a a
a A A a A
t x t t x U x t U
.
 
 
Stop. Otherwise, go to Step 5. 
    Step5: Include the new extreme point 
*
x obtained from Step3 to the extreme point set in order to create a 
new extreme point set 
*
X( 1) X( )i i x . Set 1i i ,and go to Step2. 
5. Numerical example 
This paper follows the benchmark test. There is a case of continuous network design problem. As shown in 
Fig. 1, the travel network consists of 6 nodes,8 expanded links and O-D pair (1,6) . Road label are given as the 
first value in parentheses. The second value in parentheses is freedom of travel time. The third value in 
parentheses is the construction cost for each expanded link. The travel time function on each link is assumed to 
be 
4
0( ) 1 0.15 ijij ij ij
ij
x
t x t
y
. 
 
Fig.1 The 6-node network 
In this example, we consider uncertainty demand with a uniform distribution. However, the objective function 
is the minimization of the travel time for a given demand of 20. The uncertainty level ( ) is 10%, the 
infeasibility tolerance ( ) is 5%, and the reliability level ( ) is 5%.  
    Table 1. Model and solution statistics  
 Nominal solution Robust solution 
travel time  5407.02 5981.16 
CPU time (s) 0.03 0.03 
Continuous variables 254 254 
Constraints 98 104 
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The minimization is guaranteed to be at most 5981.16 with a probability of 95% in the presence of the 10% 
uncertainty in OD demands. A comparison of the model and solution statistics for the nominal and robust 
solutions can be found in Table 1. 
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Fig.2. Total travel time vs. reliability level at different uncertainty and infeasibility level
 
 
Fig.2 summarizes the results of the robust problem with several different combinations of levels of 
uncertainty and infeasibility at increasing values of the reliability level. On the one hand, It is shown that at a 
given reliability level ,the minimum travel time increase as the uncertainty level increases, which indicates more 
conservation that take more time because of the existence of uncertainty in the demand. On the other hand, at a 
given uncertainty level and infeasibility tolerance, the travel time decreases as the reliability level increases, 
which show that the probability of violation of the uncertain constraint allows for more aggressive. The effect of 
the uncertainty is clearly quantified by the robust optimization methodology. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we solve a mixed integer linear problem under uncertain OD demand by the robust optimization 
method. Assumed OD demand is uncertain, but belongs to a bounded polyhedron. We establish a mixed integer 
network design problem. And solve mixed integer linear programming based on a cutting constraint algorithm. A 
computational experiments show that total travel time connect with the uncertainty level, the infeasibility 
tolerance and the reliability level in transportation network design problem. When reliability level is given, the 
minimum travel time increase as the uncertainty level increases, which indicates more conservation that take 
more time because of the existence of uncertainty in the demand. Where uncertainty level and infeasibility 
tolerance were given, the travel time decreases as the reliability level increases, which show that the probability 
of violation of the uncertain constraint allows for more aggressive. The effect of the uncertainty is clearly 
quantified via the robust optimization method. 
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